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Abstract

This study has looked into what translation techniques Tulachandra and Barang have used in their English translation of 
Thai personal pronouns in Pramoj’s novel Four Reigns. Thai uses different personal pronouns to different people to 
signify social status, gender and intimacy, which may be challenging for the English translations to achieve. With the 
limited material  available,  the personal  pronouns sadet,  khun,  mae,  pho  and various kinship terms and titles  were 
explored. The results showed that the most frequent translation technique was equivalence, that is, the translating of 
Thai pronouns into the English I or you. The borrowing technique was also used from time to time. Due to language and 
cultural  differences between Thai  and English,  it  is  not  possible for  the translations to achieve a hundred percent 
accuracy in terms of underlying meaning of the personal pronouns. The translators did, however, make an effort in 
keeping the special traits of the pronouns by adding a proper noun into the sentence. 
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1. Introduction

The idea of doing this study first began upon witnessing many English translations adopting Thai 
words, especially the personal pronoun khun. This pronoun as a third person has a similar meaning 
to the English Mr or Mrs, the Swedish herr or fru, the Chinese xiansheng 先⽣ or xiaojie 小姐 and 
the Korean -ssi 씨. What makes khun different from its English counterparts is the translation of the 
pronoun. An English translator would probably not borrow the Swedish herr or the Chinese xiaojie 
into English; ‘Herr Jonsson’ would become ‘Mr Jonsson’ and ‘Lin xiaojie’ would become ‘Miss 
Lin’. Then how come the English translation of khun, more often than not, borrows the same term? 
The death of Vichai  Srivaddhanaprabha in 2018, the owner of the football  club Leicester  City, 
became  a  major  shock  for  Leiceister  City  fans  and  news  titles  with  his  name  on  appeared 
everywhere in the world: 

“Statue For Khun Vichai: Vice Chairman Confirms Permanent Tribute” (LCFC King Power, 2018)

“Noble: Football will never forget Leicester owner Khun Vichai” (West Ham United, 2019)

“Leicester Fans In Tears As Tribute To Khun Vichai Is Played On TV Screens” (Kenmare, 2018)

“Khun Vichai gav magin tillbaka till engelsk fotboll”  (Hyllman, 2018)*

The last example shows that even the Swedish translation is not an exception to the borrowing of 
this pronoun. Would it be of any difference if khun were to be replaced by Mr or Herr? The problem 
of khun does not end here, however, as this pronoun can also be used to address someone instead of 
their name. This means that khun can be used to directly address a family member, a friend or a 
stranger. Translating from Thai to English, one has to be careful of the social status that is conveyed 
in the Thai pronouns. Translating from English to Thai, one has to first understand the relationships 
between the characters, the writer and the reader, and/or the formality of the situation before finding 
an appropriate Thai pronoun. Upon realizing the complexity of khun, curiosity for other translation 
of  Thai  personal  pronouns  was  awoken.  Thai  has  countless  personal  pronouns  that  indicate  a 
difference in age, gender, status, nationality, ethnicity, politeness and intimacy, while English only 
has one I, one you, one he/she/it etc. If khun can be borrowed into the English translation, can other 
pronouns be borrowed as well? 

 English trans. “Khun Vichai gave magic back to English football”*
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2. Aim and Research Question

The aim of this study is to explore the strategies behind the English translation of the classic Thai 
novel  Four  Reigns  with  the  main  focus  on  how the  translators  have  dealt  with  Thai  personal 
pronouns. The reason for looking into the translation of Thai personal pronouns is that I believe it is 
more challenging for translators to transfer the function of them into the target language, because 
the relationship between the speakers, the formality of the situation and the social status and gender 
of the speaker are all compiled into one word. While English uses proper nouns and titles to express 
the social status and relationship between the speaker and the listener, Thai can express them by 
using only personal pronouns. Therefore, it is likely that the English translations will use proper 
nouns to transfer the specific function of a Thai pronoun, however it may not be possible to use the 
same technique in all cases. In this study, a closer look into two English versions of the novel will 
be presented, one version by Tulachandra in 1998 and more recent version by Marcel Barang.

This study will be based on the following questions:

• What translation techniques are Tulachandra and Barang using when translating Thai personal 
pronouns from Thai to English in Four Reigns?
• Are there specific contexts in which the translators adopt Thai pronouns in the English version 

instead of translating them?
• Are there specific contexts in which the translators compensate for the lost meaning of the 

chosen Thai personal pronouns?

In search for answers to these questions, I will also look at the techniques of both translations to see 
if they have succeeded in transferring Pramoj’s intentions.

2.1 The purpose of Four Reigns
Pramoj explicitly said that  the reason to Four Reigns’s  popularity is  that  its  readers are stupid 
(Sattayanurak, 2006:199). In order to understand the purpose of the novel and what he meant by the 
criticizing of the reader’s intelligence, it is necessary to know more about the author. Pramoj was 
the great grandchild of Rama II who later also became Thailand’s thirteenth prime minister in 1975. 
As a royalist, his political opinions belonged to conservatism; the Western idea of democracy was 
something he was against (Hewison & Kitirianglarp, 2010:188). Written in a period when liberalism 
started to rise, the novel depicts democracy as the villain and monarchy as the hero to show that 
Thailand was not yet ready for democracy. Pramoj’s ideal society was also to continue having a 
social hierarchy; it was thus not due to feminism that he chose a woman as the main character, 
rather  it  was  to  show  the  happenings  of  that  time  from  a  mere  observer’s  point  of  view 
(Sattayanurak, 2006). Phloi, the main character, is a very passive character in the sense that she did 
not  question  anything  that  happened  during  her  time,  never  demanded  gender  equality  or  any 
equality, never complained or argued and simply accepted her arranged marriage despite not loving 
her  husband.  Still  in  today’s  society  where  democracy  and  equality  are  being  increasingly 
demanded, whenever Thai people think of an ideal Thai woman, it is usually someone like Phloi: 
feminine,  gentle  and  extremely  loyal  to  the  king.  In  an  interview,  Pramoj  compared  the 
characteristics of Phloi with ones of the readers of Four Reigns, saying that “คนอ่านส่วนมากก็เป็นคน
ระดับแม่พลอยเท่านั้น (หัวเราะ) โง่ฉิบหายเลยจะบอกให้สี่แผ่นดินถึงได้ดัง (หัวเราะ)” [most of the readers are of Phloi’s 
level  (laughs).  Incredibly  stupid,  I  tell  you.  That  is  why  Four  Reigns  is  famous  (laughs)] 
(Sattayanurak, 2006:199). His statement reflects the lack of critical thinking and understanding of 
most Thai people. Phloi did not know anything about politics, nor understand the action of her son 
when he wanted to change the system of government from monarchy to republic. All she did was 
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observe the changes in society,  and by comparing the readers with Phloi,  Pramoj says that  the 
readers too are mere observers of the changes in society. 

Apart  from showing how the different  changes like the Siamese revolution of  1932,  that 
changed  the  absolute  monarchy  to  a  constitutional  monarchy,  and  the  world  wars  affected  the 
people of Phloi’s social class, Four Reigns also introduces to its readers the concept of Thainess. 
Kid Len Hen Tang (2013) discusses the intentions of the novel and argues that the author used the 
novel to promote his right-wing ideology and what he thought are the characteristics of a Thai 
culture. One of the identification of Thainess is the fact that Thailand is a hierarchical society with a 
system of patronage. Although there is a hierarchy, the novel portrays it in a favorable light. The 
servants are very loyal and happy to serve their master, because masters are kind and benevolent. 
There are no negative portrayals of having different social class; the reader never gets to encounter 
a mean and selfish master. Moreover, the luxury spent by the king is seen as a natural thing, no one 
looks at it with jealousy and it does not impose a problem for the poor. People of different classes 
can coexist by knowing their own place; in other words, social hierarchy does not bring problem to 
society. 

As expected of a royalist, a large part of what Pramoj identified as Thainess included the 
admiration of the monarch; to show the graciousness of the king, he chose to only tell the parts of 
history that are in favor of his opinion. Four Reigns portrays the reign of Rama VI, which is the 
second reign in the novel, as a prospering and happy period with various entertainments such as 
drama and literature when it was in fact a time full of conflicts. While the novel shows that people 
had no problem with the wealth of the royal family, in reality, the money spent on entertainments 
and new palaces brought many problems to the government that eventually led to the Palace Revolt 
of 1912 (Kid Len Hen Tang, 2013). The novel also talks about how politics ruined the country. 
Pramoj depicts politicians as villains and has, in Phloi’s voice, many times uttered a desire to return 
to  the time of  absolute  monarchy when there were no politics  involved.  However,  the time of 
absolute monarchy was a time of strict tax policies, which affected the farmers negatively. In order 
to pay the taxes and avoid land confiscation, many farmers had to rely on loan sharks (Kid Len Hen 
Tang, 2013). This part of history was, of course, not mentioned in the novel. 

Different adaptations today have changed some details in the novel according to their own 
ideology and opinion and, therefore, are not always in accordance with Pramoj’s views. In a musical 
adaptation of Four Reigns in 2010, the viewers get a clear antagonist: An, Phloi’s second son who 
wanted a republic government. The musical portrayed him as a hateful character who had no respect 
for  others  and after  studying in  France,  adopted French thinking and wanted to  get  rid  of  the 
monarchy. The novel, however, did not explicitly claim An as a villain and portrayed him as person 
who loved and respected his parents very much despite having other opinions. The viewers also get 
a stronger Phloi; she voices her opinions and clearly expresses discontent when she found out that 
her husband already had a bastard child before marrying her, which is the opposite of her reaction in 
the novel. Translations into different languages and cultures can also be seen as an adaptation, a 
kind where it is important to stay loyal and transfer as much as possible from the original version. 
In  looking into  the  English translations  of  the  personal  pronouns in  Four Reigns,  one can see 
whether or not the intentions of Pramoj are transferred as I believe that Thai personal pronouns play 
an important role in signifying the social hierarchy and Thainess that the author wished to maintain.  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3. Theoretical framework

Translation mainly deals with the relationship between two text, the original text called the source 
text (ST) and the result of the translated text called the target text (TT). In order to understand the 
complexity of translating, it is important to understand the journey from ST to TT. The process of 
translation can be summarized in three steps: analyzing of the source language text, transferring the 
text and reconstructing the text.

Figure 1. Nida’s model of translation process (1969:33)

Although the translation process seems to rather straightforwardly describe a journey from A to B, it 
is nonetheless not without obstacles. Two of the challenges that can occur when translating a text is 
the lack of clarity of the source language text and untranslatability of different concepts (Windiari, 
2013).  For  TT to  be  a  satisfactory  version  of  ST,  the  translators  need  to  fully  understand  the 
intention of the author and also the special terms and phrases that cannot be found in the target 
language. The understanding of clarity and untranslatability can thus help to solve the problem, 
leading to the process of transferring where translators can use dictionaries to find an appropriate 
equivalent in the target language. However, the problem that may arise at this stage is the fact that 
the target language does not have an equivalent (Windiari, 2013). Doyle (1991) explains that some 
language combinations, due to their linguistic similarities and/or cultural similarities, have more 
options  of  literal  translation  than  others.  The  relationship  between  English  and  Thai  can  be 
described  as  one  of  Spanish-Japanese  (see  figure  3.2);  since  no  space  of  literal  translation  is 
available, the translators need to rely on liberal translation using different techniques and strategies 
to fill the gap between the two texts. At the same time the target language has to be accurately 
expressed,  both  grammatically  and  semantically.  The  translators  must  also  understand  the 
underlying meaning conveyed in the source language, then determine the possibility of using the 
available methods to transfer such meaning into the target language.

Figure 2. Linguistic/cultural similarities allowing literal translation (Doyle, 1991:18)
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Another problem that translators have to face is the fidelity that has to be shown to both texts. While 
the translation must follow ST, it must also respect and be faithful to the language of TT. Doyle 
(1991) describes a translator as a “faithful bigamist” who feels a centripetal pull to the ST but at the 
same time a centrifugal pull toward TT. However, since the goal is to create an acceptable version 
of ST, the result must nevertheless depend on the original work. In other words, no matter how 
‘rebellious’ the translated version is, in the end, there must be a prudent balance between the source 
language and the target language. 

Figure 3. Centripetal and centrifugal pull between ST and TT (Doyle, 1991:15)

3.1 Translation techniques
In order to find a satisfying balance between ST and TT, a number of different techniques can be 
used.  Chartered  Institute  of  Linguists  (n.d)  presents  the  following  techniques  as  a  guide  for 
translators:

• Borrowing: taking words straight into another language, also known as ‘transfer’ (eg using 
baguette, Schadenfreude or glasnost in an English text)

• Calque: borrowing a phrase from another language and translating it literally word-forword  
[sic] (eg translating the French marché aux puces as ‘flea market’ in English or the English 
skyscraper as ‘gratte-ciel’ in French)

• Literal translation: a word-for-word translation
• Transportation: changing the sequence of parts of speech (for example, rendering a French 

noun with an English verb, such as après sa mort ‘after she died’)
• Modulation: using a phrase that is different in the source and target language to convey the 

same idea (for example, German uses Lebengefahr [literally, ‘danger to life’] where English 
uses ‘danger of death’ or a French speaker will refer to the dernier étage of a building where 
an English speaker will refer to the ‘top floor’

• Reformulation or equivalence: expressing something in a completely different way, as is 
common,  for  example,  when  translating  idioms  or  proverbs  that  do  not  have  direct 
equivalents in other languages

• Adaptation:  expressing  something  specific  to  the  source  language  culture  in  a  totally 
different way that is more familiar in or appropriate in to the target language culture (a good 
example would be paraphrasing expressions in English deriving from cricket, such as ‘being 
on a sticky wicket’, ‘having had a good innings’ or ‘bowling a googly’)

• Compensation:  expressing  somewhere  else  in  the  target  text  something  that  cannot  be 
translated and whose meaning would be lost in the immediate translation (such as replacing 
a  reference  in  a  French  newspaper  to  Quai  D’orsay  with  one  to  ‘the  French  Foreign 
Ministry’)
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3.2 Previous research
Previous  studies  on  English  translation  of  Four  Reigns  have  only  looked at  the  translation  by 
Tulachandra and compared it with the original version. Looking at the different studies, it is evident 
that although they focus on different areas of the language, the outcomes are nevertheless similar if 
not the same; Tulachandra succeeds in transferring some parts, fails in other aspects, and completely 
mistranslates or omits another parts. 

One study compares Four Reigns with its translation by Tulachandra and the results show that 
the English version, although succeeding in making readers of TT understand the story, does not 
always follow ST. The study discovers many translation errors and reveals that Tulachandra relies 
on non-literal  or  free  translation techniques  in  an attempt  to  transfer  the  message into  another 
culture.  Tulachandra  rearranges  the  sentences  and,  while  she sometimes manages  to  deliver  an 
accurate meaning, mistranslates some parts (Rungsirichairat 2005). One of the examples showing a 
case of mistranslation is when Phloi’s princess makes a remark about Phloi becoming thin (ผอม), in 
which Tulachandra translates as “Nang  Phloi’s got rings under her eyes” (Four Reigns, 61). There *

are  also  cases  of  over-translation  and  under-translation,  which  means  that  some  parts  of  the 
translation have information that does not exist  in the original version and other parts lack the 
information  that  is  present  in  ST.  A method  of  condensing  the  text  can  also  be  found  in  the 
translation; the description or dialogues are shortened without losing the essence of the meaning. 
The  language  of  Tulachandra  sometimes  sounds  unnatural  and  the  choice  of  word  can  be 
inappropriate; for example, the English version uses “morning rice” (Four Reigns, 22) instead of 
breakfast  (Rungsirichairat,  2005:45).  The  purpose  of  this  translation,  as  Rungsirichairat  has 
identified, is to entertain its readers and also to document details of important events in the novel. 
Therefore, many details that are not important to the purpose of the translation were completely 
omitted, such as the deletion of Wan, Phloi’s younger sister. As Rungsirichairat also claims in the 
study, while the deletion of this character does not affect the story, it does take away parts of Phloi’s 
character “that was her kindness towards her half sister and the respect she earned in return for her 
generosity” (2005:26). 

Another study from 2009 focuses on the English translation of indirect questions in Four 
Reigns. The results show a similar pattern to the 2005 study; free translation techniques are used to 
transfer the messages into English. Sometimes the questions would turn into a statement and other 
times the translation reformulates the question. An example of this is when An tells Phloi of the 
news  that  the  government  would  release  On  from prison,  making  Phloi  extremely  happy  and 
demands  for  a  confirmation from An;  the  English  version has  translated  An’s  answer  to  “Yes, 
Mother, it’s true” (Four Reigns, 629) instead of the Thai literal meaning why should I deceive you? 
(Thongtong, 2009, 81). However, the study also finds cases of literal translation, that is, a word-for-
word translation. For example when Phloi found out that her husband has a bastard child, he is 
afraid that she would be angry, but Phloi says “Angry? Why should I be?” (Four Reigns, 233), 
which is the same as the source language. 

Krai-On (2012)  made  a  similar  study,  focusing  on  Thai  cultural  words  that  do  not  have 
English equivalents. Although the findings in this study were similar to the other previous studies, 
one new technique was mentioned, namely transcription/transliteration. Since some words do not 
exist in English, they are directly borrowed into the translation, such as Chan-ab (a type of dessert), 
Khunying (a title of a noble woman) and Prate (a type of ghost) (Krai-On, 2012:32). Krai-On has 
also found the action of showing respect to a monk being translated to triple kraab (2012:33), 
where Tulachandra has added  an adjective to the Thai word kraab to explain to readers of another 
culture that the action has to be made three times.  

 An informal way of addressing women of the same or lower status.*
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4. Thai Pronouns

Since the main goal of this study is to examine the English translation of Thai personal pronouns, it 
may be of some interest to discuss the functions of Thai pronouns. Thailand’s social structure is 
based on a strict hierarchy that is evident in its language. Compared with English, the personal 
pronouns in Thai are more numerous and thus more complicated. When deciding on a pronoun to 
address  oneself,  many  factors  have  to  be  considered  such  as  age,  gender,  social  status,  the 
relationship between one another, the formality of the situation and other things. The basic personal 
pronouns in contemporary Thai can be described by the following:

Table 1. Thai personal pronouns

Although the chart  is  still  far  from the full  list  of  Thai  personal  pronouns,  these are  the most 
common ones in everyday usage. In Four Reigns, Phloi asks her mother why her half-siblings are 
called  khun,  while  she  is  addressed  and  referred  to  as  mae ,  which,  although  has  the  same *

equivalent to you or she, has an indication of lower status than khun: 

Phloi once asked her mother why these three had “Khun” in front of their names, why they were not 
addressed “Mae” this  and “Pho” that—“Mae” for  girls  and “Pho” for  boys—like  the  other  children 
including herself  and her  elder  brother  Phoem. Mother  had replied with  a  laugh,  “Because they are 
Khunying’s children and the rest of you have lesser wives for mothers, that’s why. Be thankful they call 
you Mae Phloi and Pho Phoem, and not the lowly Ee Phloi and Ai Phoem!” (5)

The title khunying is a term conferred to a woman married to a man of high social rank, her children 
are therefore addressed as khun to show that they too have high status. Although Phloi is a child of a 
high ranking father, her mother is a mistress, meaning that she can only be addressed and referred to 
as mae. The lone word of khun can be used among intimates who have respect for each other and 
when used to address a person of ascribed status or achieved status, the term is considered polite. 
Campbell  and  Shaweevongs  (1972)  mention  in  their  book  that  “[a]s  it  indicates  considerable 
personal respect, you should not use it [khun] to inferiors such as servants or taxi drivers” (143). 
While this statement is not necessarily wrong, it would benefit both parties if the speaker used khun 
to all regardless of their profession or social status; the speaker is thus seen as a respectable person 
and the person being addressed and referred to does not feel discriminated.

This type of hierarchy in pronouns can not only be seen in second person, but also in how one 
addresses oneself. It is, for example, rather inappropriate and unusual to address oneself as chan 

I/me (male) phom ผม

I/me (often female, informal) chan ฉัน

I/me (female, formal) dichan ดิฉัน

You (informal), she/her thoe เธอ

You (formal) khun คุณ

You, he/him, she/her (very formal) than ท่าน

He/him, she/her, they (sometimes) khao เขา

It man มัน

We/us, I/me (informal) rao เรา

 Due to old fashion, mae and pho are not included in the table.*
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when talking to the prime minister, unless one has a personal relationship with the prime minister, 
belongs to the royal family or has a social status that is somehow considered higher than of a prime 
minister. In Four Reigns, Phloi’s mother has to use a different pronoun to refer to herself when 
talking to Phloi’s sister despite being of a similar age, suggesting that status weighs more than age 
in this system of hierarchy:

From as far back as she could remember, Phloi felt that Mother and Khun Un, her eldest sister, were 
always uneasy with each other. True, they were never angry one with the other to the point of coming to 
words,  and in front of Honoured Father talked with each other as much as was necessary, but Phloi 
noticed with the sensitivity of a child that Mother took pains to be especially polite in her address to Khun 
Un, for example calling her ‘Khun Yai’ and herself ‘Dichan’ with clear enunciation and punctuating her 
sentences with liberal doses of ‘Jao Kha’, thus emphasising her inferior status… (Barang’s version, 5)

When using pronouns to show inferiority, they is often combined with a polite ending particle, in 
this case the more polite ending jao kha is used, to highlight the status of both parties. Due to social 
constraints, Phloi’s mother has to address Phloi’s sister as ‘Khun Yai’ (yai means big, in this case it 
can also mean eldest) to show her respect, no matter her personal feelings. Breaking this rule can 
make the speaker seem highly improper and rude.

Whether the pronoun functions as the subject or the object of the sentence, it still has the same 
form. A pronoun can also be omitted when it is clear from the context who the object and subject is 
(Smyth, 2002:40): 

(1) /chǎn rák khun/ ฉันรักคุณ  I love you
(2) /khun rák chǎn/ คุณรักฉัน  You love me
(3) /rák ná/ รักนะ   (I) love (you)

Kinship terms can also be used as personal pronouns. For instance, a father saying “I love you” can 
address himself as ‘father’ to his child and wife, addressing his child as ‘child’ and his wife as 
‘mother’. The English literal translation of such sentence would look like this:

(4) /phɔɔ̂ rák lûuk/ พ่อรักลูก  Father loves child
(5) /phɔɔ̂ rák mɛɛ̂/ พ่อรักแม่  Father loves mother

Depending  on  the  context,  kinship  terms  can  be  used  as  first,  second or  third  person  (Smyth, 
2002:43).  Therefore,  (5)  can  be  said  by  (a)  the  father,  by  using  ‘father’ as  a  first  person  and 
implying that he loves his wife (I love you), (b) the wife, using ‘father’ as a second person and 
addressing herself as ‘mother’, thus implying that her husband loves her (you love me), or (c) the 
child, using ‘father’ as a third person and implying that his father loves his mother (he loves her). 
Kinship terms like ‘father’, ‘mother’ and ‘child’ are most of the time restricted to blood related 
family members, but other kinship terms like ‘aunt/uncle’, ‘grandmother/grandfather’, ‘older sister/
brother’ and ‘younger sister/brother’ can be extended to other people. 

Apart from kinship terms, proper nouns and titles can also be used as personal pronouns. Such 
terms also have rules of usage. Titles like ‘teacher’ or ‘doctor’ can be used both as first and second 
person, but ‘minister’, ’professor’, ‘lawyer’ or ‘police’ is usually only used as second person. When 
addressing someone with their name or title, it is often combined with a khun or than: ‘khun Phloi’, 
’khun teacher’ or ‘than minister’. Titles such as ‘waiter/waitress’ and ‘electrician’ are normally not 
used as pronouns, in this case kinship term or personal pronoun listed in the table is used instead.

Thai pronouns can also function as an appositive to other personal pronouns and nouns. The 
lone /man/ as a personal pronoun is equivalent to the English it that refers mostly to objects and 
animals. In Thai, it can also be used to refer to humans, but the pronoun will then get derogative and 
disrespectful features. Furthermore, /man/ can also occur after another personal pronoun to indicate 
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debasement or deprecation (Campbell, 1969:25). For example, sentence (6) has /man/ to indicate 
humbleness to imply that I love him/her despite not being worthy of this person, while /man/ in (7) 
indicates a belittlement and disapproval, emphasizing that you are very selfish and biased and the 
judgment you made is not fair. 

(6) /phǒm man rák khǎw/ ผมมันรักเขา I love him/her
(7) /khun man mây yútìtham/ คุณมันไม่ยุติธรรม You are not fair

Perhaps for this reason, Campbell (1972) advises non-Thai speakers not to use this pronoun before 
being more familiar with the language. Apart from /man/, demonstrative pronouns and other third 
person pronouns can also function as appositives, as can be seen in (8) and (9) where the third 
person singular /khǎw/ is used:

(8) /phɔɔ̂ khǎw rák chǎn/ พ่อเขารักฉัน  Father loves me
(9) /chǎn rák phɔɔ̂ khǎw/ ฉันรักพ่อเขา I love father

However, such sentences can sometimes have a rather ambiguous meaning due to the omission of 
the possessive particle. To create a possessive pronoun, the particle /khɔɔ̌ŋ/ (of) is used followed by 
a personal pronoun, meaning sentence like I love his father  can be translated to /chǎn rák phɔɔ̂ 
khɔɔ̌ŋ khǎw/ (I love father of his). The special feature of this particle is that it can sometimes be 
omitted, leading to sentence like I love father his. However, since Thai pronouns only have one 
form, taking away the possessive particle may at times result in ambiguity in contexts where it is 
not clear whether the personal pronoun is used as an appositive or a possessive pronoun. In other 
words, (8) can mean father loves me when /khǎw/ is used as an appositive and his/her father loves 
me when it is used as a possessive pronoun. For the same reason, (9) can mean both I love father 
and I love his/her father. All this due to the omission of the possessive particle and the appositive /
khǎw/. 

4.1 Language reform
In  the  early  20th  century,  Thailand  started  to  get  more  influenced  by  the  Western  culture.  To 
facilitate the co-existence of English in Thai society, many reforms took place during this time that 
more or less affected how one addresses oneself and others. The Thai language reform was meant to 
result in, among other things, a change in spelling rules, a creation of new words, a revise of the 
written language by reducing a group of consonants and vowels, and an adjustment of pronouns 
(Numnonda, 1978; Hudak, 1986). Due to an increased voicing of concern about the abundance of 
personal pronouns being the source of inequality, an effort was made to promote a fixed amount of 
personal pronouns (Copeland, 1993). An official announcement of such reform was made when the 
fascist leader Major General Plaek Phibunsongkhram took over the country in 1930s, a reform that 
would allow people to only address themselves as chan and others as than. Since Four Reigns took 
place during this time period, the readers get an insight into how the people of that time reacted to 
such language reform:

This New Thai Talk was an official attempt to streamline our traditional speech style especially as regards 
its lavish profusion of personal pronouns (those of the first and second person in particular), and polite 
endings. The official ruling would do away with the many Is  and yous,  leaving only chan  and than, 
together with one lone polite ending: cha. It is impossible to explain how impossible it was for most 
people to refer (and feel natural when doing it) to themselves as chan indiscriminately (or uniformly) to 
all  and  sundry  and  to  address  all  their  interlocutors  as  than,  having  been  in  the  life-long  habit  of 
identifying this  self  of  theirs  variously  to  various  people,  whom they likewise  personalize  variously 
according to the others’ relationships with them—social relationship, sentimental relationship, spiritual 
relationship,  hierarchical  relationship,  blood relationship;  all  this  was taken into consideration.  Uncle 
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Phoem, for instance, called himself phom with most friends and acquaintances, khraphom with esteemed 
elders, lung with nephew Ot, nua with the children of his wife’s elder’s [sic] sister, ua or kha with some 
of his close friends, and so on and so forth. So he and Ot got together this afternoon and went into their 
chan-than  act,  keeping  the  dialogue  simple  and  “cultural”…and  laughed  at  themselves  with  much 
enjoyment. An was also amused by their performance, but Phloi thought it ludicrous and said so. “I hope 
nobody’s going to force me to talk like that!” she declared warmly. (543)

The abolishing of the countless personal pronouns and only leaving chan and than, and according to 
Copeland (1993) also khapjao (first person), would indeed facilitate the translating of Thai personal 
pronouns. Phoem and his nephew would suddenly gain the same status as the personal pronouns 
would no longer indicate gender, age, ethnicity and status, and could only be translated to I and you. 
However, many authors of that time were deeply against such a reform, saying that it destroys the 
language. Some authors even went as far as to put their writings on hold (Songkunnatham, 2018). 
Like Pramoj did with his characters in Four Reigns, many other authors too mocked this language 
reform. One of the most famous authors against this reform had the pen name of Humorist, a writer 
of many stories that used only the writing conventions and personal pronouns that the government 
allowed to show the peculiarity and awkwardness in the dialogues between the characters. 

While  other  reforms  made  by  Phibunsongkhram continued  to  live  on  after  his  exile,  his 
language reform did not; Thai still has countless of personal pronouns to express the difference 
between the speaker and the listener. Despite the continuation of the variety of pronouns, many 
human rights defenders are against discrimination of people by using certain pronouns to certain 
people. Junya Yimprasert, an author famous for supporting anti-lèse majesté , chooses to address *

herself as phom and use the polite ending particle krap, both of which are reserved only for males. 
The reason being that the pronoun chan, that females have to use, comes from the word dia-rat-
chan,  which  is  a  highly  derogatory  term  used  to  describe  animals  that  are  not  humans 
(Songkunnatham, 2018). Another author famous for similar things is Mukhom Wongthes, who uses 
the  formal,  “different”  and “old-fashioned” khapjao/khapajao  to  address  herself,  saying that  in 
using this pronoun, it reflects how the society discriminates people based on gender even in their 
language  (Songkunnatham,  2018).  In  a  society  where  social  hierarchy  is  still  strongly  present, 
naturally, these authors have received a great amount of criticism. This suggests that even with a 
language reform, it would still be rather difficult to change the system of hierarchy due to Thai 
people’s deep-rooted habit and pride.  

 Lèse majesté is, in Thailand, a crime committed when one insults or in some way is a threat to the monarchy, which *

can result in imprisonment up to 15 years.
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5. Material and method

The chosen source materials for this study are the two English versions of the classic Thai novel 
Four Reigns by Kukrit Pramoj, one translation by Tulachandra and another by Marcel Barang. Four 
Reigns  follows  a  lady-in-waiting’s  life  throughout  four  different  reigns  from 1868  to  1946  in 
Thailand. The novel uses many different types of pronouns, including specialized pronouns that are 
reserved for royals and aristocrats, that only have one equivalent in English such as I, you or she/he. 
The first translated version of the novel is by Tulachandra published in 1998. Tulachandra, whose 
real name was Chancham Bunnag, worked as a professional translator of English literature. The 
House of Bunnag is one of the oldest families that once possessed a great amount of power and 
influence  in  Thailand.  It  is  speculated  that  belonging  to  a  noble  family  may  have  allowed 
Tulachandra to personally meet with Pramoj, whose mother was also a Bunnag, and thus understand 
the intentions of his novel, which would explain why her translation sometimes deviates from the 
original  work.  The  second  English  version  is  by  Marcel  Barang,  also  a  professional  literary 
translator, but unlike Tulachandra’s version, it has not yet been approved for publication. In 2010, 
he wrote in his blog about asking Pramoj’s daughter for permission of publishing his version of 
Four Reigns but without success. Luckily, he has released an excerpt containing one chapter from 
each reign, which was the material used for this study.

A comparison between both English versions was made in order to better see what techniques 
were used in translating Thai personal pronouns. To limit the the scale of research, this study only 
examined a fixed amount of selected personal pronouns: 5 occurrences of sadet, 20 occurrences of 
kinship and titles as personal pronouns, which were divided into two sub-groups (10 first person 
and 10 second person),  and 20 occurrences of khun,  mae,  pho.  The reason for sadet  not being 
examined as much as the other pronouns was the lack of data; this pronoun only appeared in the 
first and last chapters available in Barang’s version.

In order to better understand the personal pronouns used between the characters, here follows 
a short description of the characters that appeared in the results: 

Phloi: the main character, a woman of noble birth.

Chaem: Mother of Phloi and Phoem.

Phoem/Pherm: Phloi’s elder brother, later in life earns the title of khunluang. 

Choei: Phloi’s elder half sister.

Sai: An elder of Phloi and Chaem in the palace.

Sadet: A princess who takes care of Phloi at the palace.

Choi: Phloi’s bestfriend.

Prem/Preim: Phloi’s husband, a rich nobleman.

On: Prem’s first son, Phloi’s first (step)son.

An: Phloi’s and Prem’s second son.

Ot: Phloi’s and Prem’s third son.  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6. Pronouns in Four Reigns

This chapter presents the findings of the chosen personal pronouns and will be divided into three 
parts. The first part is about sadet, the second part is about kinship terms and titles, and the last part 
is  about  khun,  mae  and  pho.  Although  different  techniques  are  used  in  translating  different 
pronouns, the dominant was found to be equivalence. I have in this case defined ‘equivalence’ as 
when the translator has chosen to translate a Thai personal pronoun to an English personal pronoun 
(I,  you,  he/she)  or  possessive  pronoun  (mine/my  and  yours/your).  This  is,  however,  only  a 
simplification of the term that applies solely to this study and does not mean that pronoun A equals 
pronoun B. With this term, I seek to categorize the English counterpart, not the twin, of the Thai 
pronoun.  Furthermore,  I  have  divided  the  technique  of  modulation  into  two  categories; 
‘Modulation1’ is  when the  translator  has  chosen  to  change  the  perspective  of  the  meaning  by 
summarizing the dialogues and changing them to a description. It is worth to mention that this type 
is only used by Tulachandra. ’Modulation2’ is when the translator changes the perspective of the 
meaning but still keeps its dialogue form. ‘Reformulation’ means that the translator chose to adapt 
the sentence according to the rules and appropriateness of the English language without changing 
the perspective or semantics of ST.

Each  pronoun  category  is  found  to  have  elicited  various  translation  techniques,  but  the 
translators do not always use the same technique to translate certain contexts or sentences. To show 
the differences in translation between Tulachandra and Barang, under each translation technique, 
both English versions are  offered;  I  have put  a  symbol  ( � )  on the version that  represents  the 
translation technique that belongs to the category. The results are presented in a way to make non-
Thai speakers better understand the possible deviation from the original version by giving a word-
for-word translation to each example. To help understand the social status of the characters, I have 
also put a short description of the speaker’s and the listener’s status. Note that a low status does not 
necessarily mean that the character is from a low social class, rather the character, in that situation, 
has a lower status than the listener; a low status character can have a high status in other situations. 
However, this is a rather simplified way to show the social status and cannot always represent how 
the characters should address themselves and their listener.

6.1 The use of Sadet
Sadet (also sadeit) is a specialized pronoun reserved for royals only. It can function both as a second 
and third person pronoun and when using this pronoun, the royal register must be used. Apart from 
its pronoun function, it can also be used as a verb describing a movement of a royal person. Since 
the data is limited, a common translation technique cannot be determined in this case. 

�

Figure 4. Translation techniques of ‘sadet’
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6.1.1 Modulation1
Tulachandra has a tendency of changing the perspective of the meaning in ST by changing the 
dialogue into a summary of the situation. In translating it  into a description, she therefore also 
avoids the translation of  the personal  pronoun.  In example 1,  upon seeing Sai  giving marriage 
advice to Chaem, the princess asks her whether she has had a husband herself,  a question that 
makes Sai very flustered and so she tries to defend herself. 

Example 1 - Sai to Princess (Low status to Very High status)

เสด็จรับสั่งอะไรอย่างนั้นก็ไม่รู้ (๒๙) 
/sadèt rápsàŋ àray  yàaŋ nán  kɔɔ̂       mây  rúu/   
 Sadet speak  what like   that (emph)  not   know

_  Tulachandra’s version:  
At the word of “husband” Khun Sai cried out and tried to defend herself, but ended up 
laughing like everybody else. (24)

    Barang’s version:
What are you saying? (First reign, 30)

In this case, sadet  is used as a second person pronoun. Focusing on Tulachandra’s version, the 
translation summarizes Sai’s dialogue and her actions, although incorrectly. In the novel, Sai indeed 
tries to defend herself to the princess, but it was other people in that room who laughed, not Sai. 

Example 4 - Phloi to An about King (Low status referring to Very High status)

วันเสด็จฯ กลับ แม่อยากจะไปรับเสด็จฯ (๙๗๐) 
/wan sadèt  klàp      mɛɛ̂      yàak  cà     pay  ráp         sadèt/
 day  sadet  return   mother want  will   go   receive   sadet

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
…she wished to go out and welcome the king on the day of his return… (588)

    Barang’s version:
When His Majesty returns, I want to go and attend. (fourth reign, 9)

In this example, Phloi, in old age and just recovered from her sickness, tries to persuade her son into 
taking her to welcome the king back to Thailand. The sadet here is used as a third person pronoun 
and in changing the sentence from Phloi’s dialogue to a description, Tulachandra replaces sadet 
with “the king”, but the meaning is the same as in ST. 

6.1.2 Equivalence
The translator chooses to use an English equivalent of the Thai personal pronoun to replace sadet.

Example 1 - Sai to Princess (Low status to Very High status)

เสด็จรับสั่งอะไรอย่างนั้นก็ไม่รู้ (๒๙) 
/sadèt rápsàŋ àray  yàaŋ nán  kɔɔ̂       mây  rúu/   
 Sadet speak  what like   that (emph)  not   know
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_  Tulachandra’s version: 
At the word of “husband” Khun Sai cried out and tried to defend herself, but ended up 
laughing like everybody else. (24)

    Barang’s version: 
What are you saying? (First reign, 30)

Looking at the same example as in the previous section, while Tulachandra chooses to summarize 
the  dialogue,  Barang  translates  the  second  person  sadet  into  “you”.  The  meaning  that  Sai  is 
conveying in ST is that she does not have a husband and that it is absurd for her to have one by 
saying I do not know why you (sadet) is saying that, which, in easier terms, can also indicate how 
can you (sadet) say that? or, as Barang has translated, what are you (sadet) saying?.

Example 5
Situation: Phloi is trying convince her son that she only wishes to see the King pass by.

ชั่วเวลาเสด็จฯ ผ่านไปเท่านั้น (๙๗๐)
/chûaweelaa sadèt phàanpay thâwnán/
 duration      sadet pass         only

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
…where we can watch him go past and pay our homage. (588)

    Barang’s version: 
…while he drives by, that’ll be enough. (fourth reign, 9)

As can be seen in both translations, sadet this case is translated to “him” or “he”. In ST it is rather 
ambiguous whether sadet  is used as a third person or a verb, but that has little meaning to the 
English translations as they include both the personal pronoun and verb. Furthermore, Tulachandra 
has also included an information of Phloi wanting to “pay our homage” that is not present in ST. 

6.1.3 Borrow
There are two cases of borrowing in this category. The borrowing technique found in these cases are 
quite to the extreme in the sense that almost all personal pronouns have adopted the Thai word 
sadet. In the below example, a servant comes to Phloi’s princess to ask if she will attend an event 
that will take place later that same day; if she will attend, another princess will also join her. 

Example 2 - Servant to Princess (Low status to Very High status)

เสด็จให้มาทูลถามเสด็จว่าจะเสด็จหรือไม่เสด็จ ถ้าเสด็จจะเสด็จ เสด็จจะเสด็จด้วย (๓๐)
/sadèt hây  maa   thuunthǎam sadèt wâa cà    sadèt rʉ̌ʉ mây sadèt thâa sadèt cà    sadèt 
 sadet give come ask              sadet that  will sadet or    not  sadet  if     sadet will  sadet
sadèt   cà   sadèt  dûay/
 sadet will sadet  also

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
Sadet would like to know if Sadet will sadet to the Throne Hall this afternoon and if 
Sadet intends to sadet, then Sadet would like to sadet with her. (25)
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    Barang’s version: 
Sadeit told me to ask Sadeit if Sadeit will sadeit as Sadeit would like to sadeit with 
Sadeit. (first reign, 31)

This sentence is one of the most famous lines from the novel, because it contains many ‘sadets’ in 
one sentence, making the message rather confusing even for native speakers, especially children. A 
Thai reader understands that, since Phloi was ten at this point, this sentence can make her confused. 
The translators’ task is thus to transfer the source of Phloi’s confusion into English, and both have 
chosen the borrowing technique to do that. Sadet in this case is borrowed to replace the English 
second person, third person and verb. 

_____________________________________________________________

6.2 Kinship and titles as pronouns
The results from this category mostly involves familial terms such as mother, father, child, uncle 
and aunt. There are only two titles that can be found: khunluang  and sergeant.  Here, it is quite 
evident that the most common translation technique is equivalence. 

�

6.2.1 Literal translation
The reason for naming this type ‘literal’ is that the translator chooses to use the literal meaning of 
the personal pronoun. Only one occurrence of this type can be found from both translations.

Example 6 - Chaem to Phloi (High status to Low status)

อย่าไปได้ผัวเจ้าชู้เมียมากจะต้องร้อนใจเหมือนแม่ (๑) 
/yàa    pay dâay phǔa       câawchúu mia  mâak  càtɔŋ̂  rɔɔ́ncay mʉ̌an mɛɛ̂/
 don’t go   get    husband player       wife many  shall   anxious like    mother

Figure 5. Translation techniques of kinship and titles
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_  Tulachandra’s version: 
Keep away from the great lover who must have many wives about him, or you will 
suffer like your mother (3)

    Barang’s version: 
Don’t settle for a man collecting wives or you’ll be distressed like your mother! (first 
reign, 1)

The novel starts out with Chaem telling Phloi not to choose a husband with many wives in the 
future, because it will only bring agony as it did to herself. The personal pronoun mae (mother) is 
used by Chaem to refer to herself as a mother. Both translations use the literal meaning of this 
personal  pronoun in the English version and also adds the possessive pronoun your  to  specify 
whose mother she is talking about. 

6.2.2 Equivalence
This technique is used to translate various terms and depending on the context the translation also 
includes a proper noun. As table 6.2 points out, this type of translation technique is more used by 
Barang. From the results, it is also clear that if proper nouns are to be added in the translation, they 
only involve second person pronouns. 

Example 12 - Sai to Phloi (High status to Low status)

ป้าจะไปให้เขาจัดสํารับมาให้เดี๋ยวนี้ (๒๐) 
/pâa  cà    pay hây khǎw càt       sǎmráp maa   hây  dǐawníi/
 aunt will go   for  they  prepare meal    come give immediately

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
…while I go and tell them to bring you a proper meal. (20)

    Barang’s version: 
…while I go and tell them to bring you some proper food. (first reign, 21)

In this example, Phloi just arrived to the palace without having eaten anything all day, Sai then 
offers her food by addressing herself as aunt. Both Tulachandra and Barang choose to replace the 
personal pronoun aunt with I. 

Example 23 - Phloi to Phoem (Low status to High status)

คุณหลวงคงดีใจมากคราวนี้ (๙๖๗) 
/khunlǔaŋ      khoŋ       diicay mâak khraawníi/
 khun luang probably happy much   this time

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
You must be very happy, Khun Luang. (586)

    Barang’s version: 
You must be very happy this time. (fourth reign, 7)

Here, Phoem tells Phloi that Japan has surrendered and Phloi sees that he is very happy about this. 
In ST Phloi uses his title khunluang to address Phoem, which results in a rather polite and formal 
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way of addressing her brother. While both translations use “you” as the personal pronoun, only 
Tulachandra transfers the title into English. Moreover, although it does not affect the essence of 
meaning,  the  information   that  Phoem is  happy  this  time  that  exists  in  ST is  not  included  in 
Tulachandra’s translation. 

6.2.3 Modulation1
There are three cases of modulation1 where the translator summarizes dialogues or paragraphs of 
ST, all resulting in change of meaning or extra information. 

Example 10
Situation: Phloi does not want to leave the house and cries. Her mother says that she loves her and 
wants her to go with her to the palace.

แม่เป็นคนที่รักพลอยมากที่สุด ไม่มีใครรักลูกเกินกว่าแม่ได้ (๘) 
/mɛɛ̂      pen khon   thîi  rák   phlɔɔy mâak thîisùt   mâymii khray rák  lûuk  kəən kwàa 
 mother is    person that love Phloi   much (superl) (ng)      who   love child more than
 mɛɛ̂       dâay/
 mother  (p)

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
She felt Mother’s hands stroking her head and back, heard her voice talking about her 
great love for her, about the package—asking where it came from, about what fun it 
would be living in the palace; and she went on crying until the tears drained away of 
their own accord. (10)

    Barang’s version:
I am the one who loves you most. Nobody will ever love you more than I do. (first 
reign, 9)

In the example above, Tulachandra has summarized the situation and thus avoids the translating of 
the first person pronoun mae, used by Chaem to address herself when she talks to Phloi. Comparing 
this  summary  technique  with  ST,  it  is  clear  that  many  dialogues  and  descriptions  have  been 
condensed into one sentence and thus avoids the translating of the personal pronoun. Most of what 
is said in ST is present in Tulachandra’s translation, but that Phloi “went on crying until the tears 
drained away of their own accord” is new information that only exists in this English version. 

Example 14 - Prem to Ot (High status to Low status)

อ๊อดสูงกว่าพ่อเป็นกอง (๕๙๕) 
/òt sǔuŋ kwàa phɔɔ̂   penkɔɔŋ/
 Ot tall   than  father  a lot

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
He  had  grown quite  tall,  taller  than  Khun Prem by  several  inches,  and  there  were 
shadowy lines of shaved hair round his lips and jaws. (389)

    Barang’s version:
You are so much taller than I, Ort. (third reign, 4)

After studying in England, Ot returns and the family members gather around to pick him up from 
the train station; upon seeing his son, Prem notices that Ot has grown taller than him and says this 
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to him by addressing himself as ‘father’. Since Tulachandra chooses to write it as a description, she 
avoids the personal pronoun. However, in writing this sentence as a description, the fact that Ot is 
taller than Prem is noticed by the main character Phloi and not personally said by Prem. Moreover, 
extra information such as the “shadowy lines of shaved hair round his lips and jaws” has been 
added to explain more detailed about Ot’s appearance. 

6.2.4 Modulation2
The second type of modulation is found only used by Tulachandra.

Example 9 - Chaem to Phoem (High status to Low status)

พ่อเพิ่มเป็นลูกชายเจ้าคุณพ่อท่านไม่ยอมให้แม่เอาไป (๕) 
/phɔɔ̂ phə̂əm  pen lûukchaay câawkhun phɔɔ̂   thân mây yɔɔmhây mɛɛ̂      awpay/
 pho   Phoem is    son            jaokhun     father he    (ng) allow       mother take away

_  Tulanchandra’s version: 
But you have to stay, Phoem. His excellency refuses to let you come with us. ‘Phoem’s 
a son,’ he says, ‘and must remain with Father.’ (9)

    Barang’s version:
Pherm, as a son, you must stay here. Honoured Father won’t let me take you with me. 
(first reign, 6)

In this situation, Chaem decides to move out from the house and will take Phloi with her, but her 
husband does not allow Phoem to go. In changing the way Chaem announces to Phoem why he 
cannot follow them by telling him specifically what his father said from something like ‘he does not 
let me (mother) take you away’ to explaining what his father said to her, Tulachandra succeeds in 
avoiding having to translate the personal pronoun. The meaning from ST is also transferred to TT 
without losing anything. 

6.2.5 Reformulation
By using reformulation, Barang successfully avoids the translation of personal pronouns and only 
one case of this type is found.

Example 21 - Sewee to Phloi (Low status to High status)

คุณแม่อย่าวิตกเลย (๙๖๒) 
/khunmɛɛ̂       yàa     wítòk ləəy/
 khun mother don’t  worry (p)

_  Tulachandra’s version:
Your worries are over, Khun Mother. (582)

    Barang’s version: 
Don’t worry, Mother. (fourth reign, 7)

The personal pronoun in this example is the second person khun mae (mother), used by Sewee, 
Phloi’s son-in-law, to refer to Phloi, ensuring that she does not have to be worried about finding the 
medicine she needs for her illness; the adding of khun to mae is indicating more respect than using 
only mae.  The meaning conveyed here is  don’t  you (mother)  worry  which is  what  Barang has 
translated.
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6.3 Khun, mae and pho as second person
Apart from different titles and kinship terms, khun, mae and pho can also be used to address the 
person one talks to. Out of all three terms, khun is the most polite form, showing a great amount of 
respect  and  can  be  used  to  both  genders.  Mae  and  pho,  literally  mean  ‘mother’ and  ‘father’ 
respectively, are used for people below the status of khun. From the results, it is also clear in this 
category that equivalence is the most frequently used technique. 

�

6.3.1 Equivalence
This type of technique is found to be the most common method, almost equally often used in both 
English versions.

Example 26 - Choei to Phloi (High status to Low status)

นี่แม่พลอยจะไปจริงๆ หรือ (๗) 
/nîi    mɛɛ̂ phlɔɔy cà      pay ciŋciŋ  rʉ̌ʉ/
 this  mae Phloi   will   go   really   (qp)

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
So it’s true you’re leaving! (10)

    Barang’s version: 
You’re really leaving, aren’t you? (first reign, 8)

In this situation where Choei is talking to Phloi, both versions have used the English second person 
you to replace mae Phloi. While ST makes the dialogue a question, asking Phloi whether she really 
is leaving, Tulachandra makes it a statement; Barang stays loyal to ST and keeps the dialogue in a 
question form. 

Figure 6. Translation technique of ‘khun’, ‘mae’, ‘pho’
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Example 42 - Phloi to Prem (Low status to High status)
Situation: Phloi discusses with her husband about finding their son a work. 

เราเคยพูดกันไว้ว่าอ๊อดกลับมาคุณเปรมจะเอาไปไว้ด้วยที่กระทรวง (๖๐๐) 
/raw khəəy    phûut kan        wáy wâa ɔɔt klàpmaa khun preem cà   awpay wáy dûay thîi 
 we  (past p)  talk    together (p)   that  Ot return     khun Preim will take     (p)  with   at
 kràsuaŋ/
 ministry

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
We did talk about Ot joining your ministry, Khun Prem. (393)

    Barang’s version: 
Didn’t you say you’d find him work at the ministry? (third reign, 9)

In another situation where Phloi is talking to her husband about their son, the personal pronoun 
khun Prem that Phloi uses to address him is, in both versions, translated to you. Unlike Barang, 
Tulachandra also brings over khun Prem into the English translation; this time it is Barang who 
chooses to change the ST form from a statement to a question.

6.3.2 Modulation1
Only one case of this modulation type have been found. The situation of the example below happen 
later in the novel, when Choi, Phloi and An goes to an event to welcome the king back to Thailand. 
Choi is exhausted from the cheering and running around in the crowd to get a glimpse of the king 
and runs to Phloi to ask for water. 

Example 43 - Choi to Phloi (Same status)

แม่พลอยมีนํ้าเย็น ๆ ขอกินสักอึกเถิด (๙๗๒) 
/mɛɛ̂ phlɔɔy mii   náam  yen  yen      khɔɔ̌     kin  sàk  ʉk̀     thə̀ət/
 mae Phloi   have water cold (emph) request eat  just  gulp  (ending p)

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
Choi came up panting and demanding a glass of ice-cold water. (589)

    Barang’s version:
Could I have some cold water, Phloi? (forth reign, 11)

Tulachandra has here decided to summarize Choi’s dialogue and her action instead of following the 
dialogue form in ST. In using this translation technique, in this case, the English version succeeds in 
transferring the important meaning from ST.

6.3.3 Modulation2
For this category, the second type of modulation is more used by both translators. 

Example 40 - Phloi to Choei (Low status to High Status)

คุณเชยขายยาได้ดีอยู่หรือ (๔๒๘) 
/khun chəəy   khǎay yaa          dâaydii yùu  rʉ̌ʉ/
 Khun Choei  sell     medicine well      still (qp)
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_  Tulachandra’s version: 
Is the shop doing well? (265)

    Barang’s version: 
Is the shop doing well? (second reign, 8)

In this situation, Phloi gets to meet Choei for the first time in many years and is surprised over the 
fact that Choei is having financial difficulties; Phloi wants to know more about what Choei has been 
doing in the past few years, but does not dare to ask her bluntly, and chooses a roundabout way 
instead by asking how well she sells the medicine, which became her profession after marriage. The 
personal pronoun khun Choei is in both translations omitted by shifting the focus from Choei to her 
shop. However, the intended message that Phloi wished to say is successfully transferred into TT. 

Example 30 - Chaem to Sai (Low status to High status)

นั่นคุณจะทําอะไรคะ (๒๑) 
/nân    khun cà     tham àray   khá/
 there  khun will  do     what  (polite p.)

_  Tulachandra’s version:
Now what are you doing, Khun? (21)

    Barang’s version: 
What’s that for? (first reign, 23)

The khun in the situation is a lone personal pronoun with no proper name or title beside. Seeing that 
Sai is preparing a set of things for Phloi to present herself to the princess, Chaem is surprised and 
wonders what Sai is doing. Since Sai is an elder at the palace and also the one who once took care 
of her when she was a child, Chaem has to show her respect by using the second person khun to call 
Sai; the whole sentence is actually very polite including a polite particle. In Barang’s translation, 
this showing of respect has a changing of focus from asking what you  (khun) are doing to what that 
(thing you are doing) is for. 

6.3.4 Reformulation
This  type  of  translation  technique  belongs  to  one  of  the  least  common method  and  only  one 
example is found used by Barang. 

Example 31 - Chaem to Sai (Low status to High status)
Situation:  Chaem  does  not  think  that  it  is  necessary  for  Sai  to  prepare  so  much  for  Phloi’s 
presentation. 

ต้องถึงยังงั้นทีเดียวหรือคุณ (๒๑) 
/tɔŋ̂    thʉ̌ŋ yaŋ ŋán  thiidiaw rʉ̌ʉ  khun/
 must to      like that  quite     (qp) khun

_  Tulachandra’s version:
But, Khun… (21)

    Barang’s version: 
Does it have to be that much? (first reign, 23)
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Just like in the previous example, Chaem is calling Sai a lone khun. Upon finding out the purpose of 
the things that Sai is preparing, Chaem finds it unnecessary and shows her disapproval in a careful 
and  polite  way  by  asking  Sai  if  she  must  go  to  that  extent,  which  agrees  with  what  Barang 
reformulates as “Does it have to be that much?”. 

_____________________________________________________________

6.4 Compensation for the lost meaning of pronouns
The chosen personal pronouns for this study have all have special traits of the speaker and the 
listener and it is sometimes important to bring this special trait into the translated version. A closer 
look  into  the  results  reveals  that  most  of  the  translations  of  Four  Reigns,  especially  Barang’s 
version, do not compensate for the lost meaning. 

�

The results are categorized as ‘Compensated’ when the translator has added a proper noun or title 
that is equivalent to the special trait of the Thai pronoun, ‘Not compensated’ when the translator 
avoids bringing the trait  into TT. and ’No need’ when the translation has been reformulated or 
modulated so that a compensation is not needed. In general, translations using equivalence tend to 
not be compensated in Barang’s version; Tulachandra adds proper nouns more often than Barang 
and there seems to be no certain pattern in how the translation techniques affect the compensation.

Out of all examples that are found in this study, 16 of them are dialogues spoken by a higher 
status to a lower status (H—>L), 27 are spoken by a lower status to a higher status (L—>H); only 
two examples are of when two people of the same social rank talk to each other (Other). Looking at 
the difference between H—>L and L—>H, it is clear that when a character of high social status is 
talking to a lower status, the translations tend to ignore transferring the function of the pronouns.

Figure 7. Compensation for the lost meaning
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�                 �
Figure 8. Compensation in Tulachandra’s version

In Tulachandra’s case, when the characters are talking to a higher status, there is a small tendency of 
compensation, but the numbers of no compensation are almost as high. The difference between 
compensation and no compensation is more clearly divided when the characters of higher status are 
talking to a lower status. In such cases, it is more common to ignore putting some kind of proper 
nouns into the sentence; there are also more examples of sentences that are translated in a way that 
proper nouns or other kinds of compensation are no longer needed.

�                                 �
Figure 9. Compensation in Barang’s version
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Barang’s version whether it is in L—>H or H—>L. The frequency of compensation in Barang’s 
version is almost the same whether a person of high status is talking to a lower status or vice versa. 
The number of reformulations or modulations is rather low and only appears in L—>H.

6.4.1 Compensation
An example of when the translators choose to use a proper noun to transfer the meaning of the Thai 
pronoun into TT is when Chaem asks a sergeant in the palace to take care of Phloi in example 18 
where the personal pronoun is the title sergeant:

_  Tulachandra’s version:
I’m placing her under Sadet’s protection, Khun Sergeant. Please look after her. (17)
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    Barang’s version:
I’m placing her under Sadeit’s protection — and yours too, Sergeant. (first reign, 16)

In  this  case,  Chaem,  who  has  a  lower  status  than  the  sergeant,  has  to  show her  respect  and 
politeness in her speech to the sergeant.  Both translators transfer this by adding the title in the 
sentence; Tulachandra also borrows the term khun to place before the title.

Another case of compensation in L—>H is in Tulachandra’s version in example 23, where 
Phloi is talking to her elder brother who has a title of khunluang. 

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
You must be very happy, Khun Luang. (586)

Compensation when a character of high status is talking to a lower status can be seen in example 
32. Here, Sai is kindly scolding Chaem when she uttered an opinion that is rather childish, using 
mae Chaem to address Chaem:

_  Tulachandra’s version:
Really Mae Chaem! When will you grow up? (21)

    Barang’s version:
Really dear Chaem! When will you ever grow up? (first reign, 23)

Both of the translations transfer the addressing of Chaem into English and while Tulachandra also 
borrows mae to put before the name, Barang instead adapts the term into dear. 

Another case of similar pattern is when Choi is talking to An by referring to him as Pho An in 
example 45. Both translators have brought the meaning of the personal pronoun into TT, although 
differently. 

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
Hey, don’t you laugh at me, An! What’s so funny (589)

    Barang’s version:
Look at young An here. When I say that I’m democratic, here he goes laughing at me. 
(forth reign, 12)

In the example above, although the translators have interpreted ST differently in terms of whether 
the personal pronoun is a second person or a third person due to the ambiguity in ST, the proper 
noun is nevertheless present in both versions. However, unlike in the previous examples concerning 
khun Sergeant, khunluang and mae, Tulachandra does not borrow the Thai term pho to put before 
the name in this case and only uses the character’s name. Barang, on the other hand, adapts the Thai 
term pho into young.

In most of the sadet cases, the translators have successfully transferred the function of the 
pronoun into TT. Referring to the highest person in the social hierarchy, the translators use the 
borrow technique and modulation to show the nearest equivalence to meaning in ST, such as in 
example 4 when Phloi is talking to An about the king, saying that she wishes to attend the king’s 
welcome event. 

_  Tulachandra’s version: 
…she wished to go out and welcome the king on the day of his return… (588)

    Barang’s version:
When His Majesty returns, I want to go and attend. (fourth reign, 9)
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Although the English versions use different  methods to  translate,  both do attempt  to  bring the 
translation as close to the original as possible in terms of letting the characters show the respect to 
sadet that is present in ST.

6.4.2 No compensation
It seems to be of no importance whether the speaker has a higher or lower status than the listener. If 
the listener is not a sadet, or the context does not emphasize on the politeness and respect, or other 
traits, between the characters, then the translations will vary between adding and ignoring a proper 
noun or  other  type  of  compensation.  Not  compensated  text  in  TT means  for  instance  that  the 
meaning of the respectful term khun used to address people of higher social status or mae and pho 
to refer to people of the same or lower status have all disappeared along their way to the target 
language. Sai’s addressing to Phloi’s mother as mae Chaem can been seen as “mae Chaem” or “dear 
Chaem” in TT, but  sometimes this  addressing is  not  transferred at  all,  using only the personal 
pronoun you.

_  Tulachandra’s version:
If you had let me know beforehand, I would have ordered really special things, and 
you’d be having your favorite dishes instead of leftovers. (21)

    Barang’s version:
I had no idea you were coming. Had I known I would have ordered your favorite dishes. 
(first reign, 22)

The respectful term khun that is used by Phloi to address her husband is most of the times also not 
transferred to TT, resulting in a sentence like example 33:

_  Tulachandra’s version:
You’re not the only one growing old around here, you know. (260)

    Barang’s version:
Actually,  there’s  nothing  wrong  for  you  to  worry  about.  You’re  not  the  only  one 
growing old, you know. (second reign, 2)

Kinship terms are no exception to the absence of compensation in TT. While there are cases where 
‘mother’ as a personal pronoun are transferred to TT, many of of them are not brought over to the 
English version and only translated to you without an adding of proper noun. Such case can be seen 
in the following example when Ot is asking Phloi, addressing her as mae, if she is happy to see him 
come back home without bringing a foreign wife (example 20):

_  Tulachandra’s version:
As you can see, I’m still single. (389)

    Barang’s version:
Are you satisfied now, seeing that I came back alone, without anyone trailing me? (third 
reign, 8)

When Sai is talking to Phloi, she refers to herself as ‘aunt’, but the English version only uses you 
(example 12):

_  Tulachandra’s version:
…while I go and tell them to bring you a proper meal. (20)
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    Barang’s version:
…while I go and tell them to bring you some proper food. (first reign, 21)

When Choei is talking to Phloi, she refers to herself as ‘elder sibling’, in the English versions, this 
is translated to you:

_  Tulachandra’s version:
But give me a glass of water first. (263)

    Barang’s version:
Please let me have some water. (second reign, 5)

Other kinship terms found in this study also lack compensation for the lost meaning. ‘Father’ from 
example 14 and 19, ‘uncle’ from example 15 and ‘child’ from example 17 are all translated to a lone 
you. 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7. Discussion

The results from looking into the translation of the Thai personal pronouns in Four Reigns indicate 
that the translators most often used equivalence as a translation technique to translate the personal 
pronouns. This means that most of the chosen pronouns, no matter category, are translated to I, you 
or  my/mine,  your/yours.  Other  techniques  such as  literal,  borrowing,  modulation,  reformulation 
were also found to be used. In replacing the special traits of the personal pronouns with English 
equivalents, the English pronouns may sometimes present an equal status of the characters or a 
slightly different view of them in TT. 

Transferring Pramoj’s intention of keeping the Thai social hierarchy alive is a rather difficult 
task, but in general the English translations have succeeded in showing the social status of the 
characters by adding proper nouns. In this way, the use of equivalence does not lead to the loss of 
meaning of Thai personal pronouns. Being socially inferior means, among other things, that they 
have  to  show  respect  in  their  way  of  speaking  to  others;  this  kind  of  situation  is  where  the 
translators tend to bring over the special traits of the personal pronoun to the English translation. 
The personal pronoun that was used only for the highest status in the novel is sadet and, indeed, the 
translators  often  do  not  lose  the  meaning  of  this  pronoun  in  TT.  However,  since  the  sadet 
occurrences were very limited in this study, there is no certainty that the translators always maintain 
this special trait in their translation, and the findings do suggest, in one of the examples of Barang, 
that no-compensation in a sadet case is also possible. In the very first example where Tulachandra 
has used modulation to avoid the translating of sadet, Barang actually used equivalence, without 
compensating for the lost meaning, in translating it to “What are you saying?”. Since Sai is the one 
saying this line, it might be seen as inappropriate for her to refer to the princess as you. So if one 
looks at the sentence to see only how the personal pronoun has been translated in this sentence, 
sadet has undoubtedly lost its meaning. If one looks at the bigger picture by including Sai’s next 
sentence she said to the princess, however, it is quite clear that the respect shown to the princess is 
still present in the English version: “What are you saying? I was merely repeating the old saying, 
Your Highness” (first reign, 30). The reason for not including the latter sentence in the results is that 
‘Your Highness’ does not belong in the same sentence as sadet and can be seen to replace the Thai 
royal ending particle that Sai used in the latter sentence. This means that looking at the sentences as 
a whole, the proper noun/title is actually present, although not in the way that this study looked for 
or expected. It  is really not surprising that L—>H cases tend to be compensated since they all 
indicate a showing of respect to the higher person and it  is  easier to transfer such respect into 
English.

A compensation in H—>L cases might be seen as not as important as L—>H because there is 
often no politeness or respect given to the other person, but in neglecting to give some kind of 
compensation for the lost meaning in these cases, the readers might get a different feeling than in 
ST. A clear example of this is when Sai is talking to Phloi, referring herself as ‘aunt’, where both 
versions translate this personal pronoun to I as in “while I go and tell them to bring you a proper 
meal” (example 12). The novel clearly portrayed Thailand as a hierarchical society but also as a 
family society; everyone sees one another as a family member, therefore there are no conflicts in 
having hierarchy. This means that what gets lost in translation when using a mere I is the familial 
love Sai has for Phloi, despite not being obligated to see her as family due to Sai’s higher rank. 

Different kinds of borrowing techniques have also been used in translating the novel. A clear 
example of this is when sadet was used as a second and third person and both translators borrow 
nearly all sadets to the English sentence:

 “Sadet would like to know if Sadet will sadet to the Throne Hall this afternoon and if 
Sadet intends to sadet, then Sadet would like to sadet with her” (example 2). 
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This  borrowing  of  sadet  is  not  necessarily  due  to  the  difference  in  social  status  between  the 
characters but rather to transfer the comedy that was the main point in that situation. What makes 
the sentence even more packed with  sadets  is  the  verb sadet  that  was also borrowed into  TT. 
Looking at it from the English language point of view, the meaning that is conveyed in this sentence 
is ‘A ordered (me) to ask if B will X or not X. If B will X, then A will also X’ with A being the third 
person,  B  is  the  second  person  and  X is  the  verb.  If  the  English  translations  used  the  literal 
translation technique and distinguished the addressing of both princesses, the comedic effect would 
be gone.  This is  of  course the most  obvious borrowing technique.  The less obvious borrowing 
technique is when the translator used the technique together with a literal translation or a character’s 
name. This is more common in Tulachandra’s version and usually involved khun  and mae with 
these terms being results of the borrowing technique. However, not all khun and mae are borrowed 
or transferred into TT. Due to them being collected together in this study and not separately, it is 
rather  difficult  to  determine a  pattern to  explain  how Tulachandra use  these  Thai  terms in  her 
English translation. What seems to be the tendency of Tulachandra, according to the findings, is that 
when she decides to have a proper noun as a compensation in the sentence, she also brings over the 
Thai term that are put before it, for example “Khun Prem”, “Khun Sergeant”, “Khun Mother” and 
“Mae Phloi”. However, there are also cases where Tulachandra only brings over the proper noun 
into TT; mae Phloi was sometimes just referred as “Phloi” and a simple “Mother” was sometimes a 
way  to  translate  khun  mother  (mae).  Barang’s  version  shows  less  cases  of  such  borrowing 
technique. What Barang does instead is to adapt the Thai pronouns that are placed before the proper 
noun. The Thai word mae Chaem becomes “dear Chaem” and pho An becomes “Young An”. 

Reading Barang’s version, however, it is evident that the excerpt is still an unfinished work, 
not only due to the missing chapters but also how confused he seemed in translating mae in the 
beginning of this version. In one passage where Phloi as the narrator introduces her family, he used 
a literal translation. The meaning conveyed in ST is something like ‘her mother, whom everyone 
called mae Chaem, lived in a wooden house near the main house’ which Barang translates to “As 
for Phloi’s mother, whom everyone called Mother Chaem, Honourned Father had had a wooden 
house of five rooms built as her residence next to the main house within the compound” (first reign, 
3). The literal translation of mae is indeed ‘mother’, but everyone in the house did not call Chaem 
their ‘mother’, rather mae Chaem with mae as a mere adding to the name as an indication of her 
gender.  Another  case  is  when  Un (Phloi’s  eldest  sister)  called  Phloi  by  her  name and  Barang 
translates it as “Mae Phloi” (first reign, 11), which is different from his usual way of translating 
mae. However, these only occur in the beginning of his translation; adaptation seems to be used 
after the first chapter. 

As can be seen from the results and the discussion so far, there seems to be an inevitable loss 
of  meaning  no  matter  the  techniques  used.  This  might  be  explained  by  Doyle’s  illustration  of 
languages  linguistically  and culturally  different  being  more  prone  to  rely  on  liberal  translation 
(Doyle, 1991:17) which will, more or less, lead to something getting lost in translation. The fact that 
English and Thai are linguistically different already allows the loss of meaning due to usage of 
liberal translations. The personal pronoun khun as a second person, for example, automatically loses 
its indication of respect when translated as you, but due to the limited amount of English personal 
pronouns, the translating as you is bound to happen and with it the losing of the special trait in ST. 
The translator can of course choose to compensate for this loss of meaning by adding a proper noun 
like the English translations have done in some cases;  the translators sometimes use khun  as a 
proper noun added before a character’s name. However, this still does not guarantee a maintaining 
of the special traits of Thai pronouns. The borrowing of foreign terms into TT might bring a closer 
translation to ST linguistically, but it  moves away from the target audience in terms of cultural 
understanding. The difficulties of translating Four Reigns might be due to the intention of the author 
that  is  also crucial  in translation.  The translations of this  novel  show a perfect  example of the 
translator as a “faithful bigamist” (Doyle, 1991:14) due to the striving for the appropriate balance 
between ST and TT, and it is also here that the problem arises. Since Pramoj’s intention was all 
about Thai culture, it is important that the translation transfers it into TT, but to bring over culture 
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and at the same time be loyal to the language of the target audience is not always an easy task. Both 
Tulachandra’s  and  Barang’s  version,  although  they  succeed  in  making  the  readers  of  another 
language understand the content, have different standings of conveying Thai culture; Tulachandra 
seems to lean more toward the source language by adopting the Thai terms, such as khun and mae, 
while Barang leans more toward the target language through adaptation of the Thai terms into what 
he regards to have the same function in English by translating mae to dear and pho to young. Thus, 
the effect of each version is the opposite of the another in terms of presenting culture to the readers; 
Tulachandra  makes  an  effort  to  keep  the  Thainess  alive  in  her  translation,  Barang  makes  his 
translation more approachable for  readers  of  another  language and culture.  It  is  also clear  that 
Tulachandra more often uses liberal translation and does not always follow ST both in terms of 
language and content, which may sometimes result in mistranslation or omission of some elements, 
which confirms the results from previous studies.  Apart  from linguistic and cultural  differences 
between  Thai  and  English,  the  reason  to  the  loss  of  meaning  may  also  be  the  translator’s 
interpretation of the text. A clear example of this can be seen in example 44 where Choi is talking to 
An about democracy and the translators interpret the personal pronoun differently; Tulachandra uses 
you while Barang uses he. This, however, does not mean that one translation may be better than the 
other. As there are many theories about translation, it is rather difficult to determine the best method 
for  translating the novel.  Translations can look and be perceived differently than in ST due to 
various reasons and to some extent, the translators can choose what is allowed to get lost and what 
has  to  be  kept  in  TT;  Tulachandra  prioritize  Thai  culture  while  Barang  puts  more  weight  on 
presenting the story as a whole to readers of another culture without necessarily introducing the 
Thai terms to them. It is, however, by no means the fault of the translators that the text sometimes 
deviates  from the source language as  there  are  cases  where full  equivalents,  the  ones that  can 
function as a substitute without losing any meaning, do not exist in the target language.  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8. Conclusion

The aim of this paper has been to find the translation techniques that Tulachandra and Barang used 
in translating Thai personal pronouns in Pramoj’s novel Four Reigns. The chosen personal pronouns 
for this study was sadet, kinship terms and titles, and khun, mae and pho. Based on the findings, it 
can be concluded that both Tulachandra and Barang most often used equivalence to replace the 
different traits of Thai personal pronouns; kinship terms and khun, for instance, were found to be 
translated to I or you. In doing so, the meaning of personal pronouns are lost. Sai’s referring to 
herself as ‘aunt’ when talking to Phloi is a clear example of this; translating this kinship term to I 
may result in the missing of the familial love Sai has for Phloi. Translations did not always lose its 
original meaning, however, as the translators sometimes added a proper noun to compensate for the 
lost meaning in the personal pronouns. Such compensation often occurred in L—>H cases where a 
character of low social status is talking to a person of higher rank. The borrowing technique was 
also used in both English versions. One such extreme case occurred when the translations had to 
transfer the comedic situation, which lead to a sentence like example 2: 

“Sadet would like to know if Sadet will sadet to the Throne Hall this afternoon and if 
Sadet intends to sadet, then Sadet would like to sadet with her.”

All the sadets, in this case, were used as a second and third personal pronoun, and also a verb. If the 
sentence would use equivalence or  other  translation technique,  the essence conveyed would be 
gone. There are also other, less extreme, cases of borrowing, for example when the translator chose 
to  borrow khun  and mae to  put  them in front  of  a  title  or  proper  noun:  “Khun  Prem”,  “Khun 
Sergeant”  and  “Mae  Phloi”.  However,  according  to  the  findings,  these  were  mostly  found  in 
Tulachandra’s  version.  Barang  often  adapted  the  Thai  terms  into  their  English  equivalents,  so 
instead of “Mae Phloi”, he used “dear Phloi” and replaced “Pho An” with “Young An”.

The  different  methods  used  by  Tulachandra  and  Barang  affected  the  reading  experience 
differently. In replacing the Thai terms into English equivalents, it makes the readers more familiar 
with the environment in the novel, but it also moves away from the Thainess that Pramoj wished to 
maintain. Borrowing the Thai terms into the English text keeps this Thainess alive even in another 
language, but risking the possibility of causing the readers to feel like an outsider.

The findings of this  study showed a clear  indication of difficulties in translating between 
languages that  are  linguistically  and culturally  different.  Four Reigns  has  many words that  are 
connected exclusively to the Thai culture and it is therefore a challenge for the translators to transfer 
such words into another culture, leading to the loss of meaning or, in some cases, mistranslation or 
omission. However,  due to the differences between the languages and also the translator’s own 
interpretation of ST, there can never be a translation where the translator succeeds in transferring 
every element from the source language.  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Appendices

This section presents the findings of the study. An English word-for-word translation of each text 
from ST has been given to offer non-Thai speakers a better understanding of the possible deviation 
of  the  English  translations.  Note  that  some  words  in  Thai  literal  translation  have  been  given 
abbreviations  instead  due  to  the  lack  of  English  equivalents  or  the  holding  of  many  different 
meanings in English: particle (p), emphasis (emph), negation (ng), suffix (sf), superlative (superl) 
and question particle (qp).

Appendix A
List of results from the translations of sadet

Example 1
Situation: Sadet is asking Khun Sai if she has had a husband and Sai gets very flustered. 

เสด็จรับสั่งอะไรอย่างนั้นก็ไม่รู้ (๒๙) 
/sadèt rápsàŋ àray  yàaŋ nán  kɔɔ̂       mây  rúu/   
 Sadet speak  what like   that (emph)  not   know

Tulachandra’s version:
At the word of “husband” Khun Sai cried out and tried to defend herself, but ended up 
laughing like everybody else. (24)

Barang’s version:
What are you saying? (First reign, 30)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 2
Situation: A servant of another princess comes to Phloi’s princess to ask if she will go pray this 
afternoon.

เสด็จให้มาทูลถามเสด็จว่าจะเสด็จหรือไม่เสด็จ ถ้าเสด็จจะเสด็จ เสด็จจะเสด็จด้วย (๓๐)
/sadèt hây  maa   thuunthǎam sadèt wâa cà    sadèt rʉ̌ʉ mây sadèt thâa sadèt cà    sadèt 
 sadet give come ask              sadet that  will sadet or    not  sadet  if     sadet will  sadet
sadèt   cà   sadèt  dûay/
 sadet will sadet  also

Tulachandra’s version:
Sadet would like to know if Sadet will sadet to the Throne Hall this afternoon and if 
Sadet intends to sadet, then Sadet would like to sadet with her. (25)

Barang’s version:
Sadeit told me to ask Sadeit if Sadeit will sadeit as Sadeit would like to sadeit with 
Sadeit. (first reign, 31)

_____________________________________________________________
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Example 3
Situation: Phloi gets to hear royal talk for the first time. The Princess sees how confused she is and 
wants to tease her by letting her say this sentence to Malai:

เสด็จให้ไปทูลเสด็จว่าเสด็จจะเสด็จ ถ้าเสด็จจะเสด็จด้วยเสด็จจะดีพระทัยมาก (๓๐)
/sadèt hây  pay thuun sadèt  wâa sadèt cà   sadèt thâa sadèt cà    sadèt dûay sadèt cà
 sadet give go   tell     sadet  that sadet will sadet if     sadet will sadet also  sadet will 
diiphráthay mâak/
happy         much

Tulachandra’s version:
Sadet wishes to let Sadet know that Sadet plans to sadet and will be very happy if Sadet 
will sadet with her. (25)

Barang’s version:
Sadeit wishes to tell Sadeit that Sadeit will sadeit and will be very happy for Sadeit to 
sadeit with her. (fourth reign, 9)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 4
Situation: Phloi is telling her son that she wants to welcome the king back to Thailand the day he 
returns.

วันเสด็จฯ กลับ แม่อยากจะไปรับเสด็จฯ (๙๗๐) 
/wan sadèt  klàp      mɛɛ̂      yàak  cà     pay  ráp         sadèt/
 day  sadet  return   mother want  will   go   receive   sadet

Tulachandra’s version:
…she wished to go out and welcome the king on the day of his return… (588)

Barang’s version:
When His Majesty returns, I want to go and attend. (fourth reign, 9)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 5
Situation: Phloi is trying convince her son that she only wishes to see the King pass by.

ชั่วเวลาเสด็จฯ ผ่านไปเท่านั้น (๙๗๐)
/chûaweelaa sadèt phàanpay thâwnán/
 duration      sadet pass         only

Tulachandra’s version:
…where we can watch him go past and pay our homage. (588)

Barang’s version:
…while he drives by, that’ll be enough. (fourth reign, 9)
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Appendix B
List of results from the translations of kinship and titles

First person singular

Example 6
Situation: Chaem is telling Phloi to choose a good husband in the future.

อย่าไปได้ผัวเจ้าชู้เมียมากจะต้องร้อนใจเหมือนแม่ (๑) 
/yàa    pay dâay phǔa       câawchúu mia  mâak  càtɔŋ̂  rɔɔ́ncay mʉ̌an mɛɛ̂/
 don’t go   get    husband player       wife many  shall   anxious like    mother

Tulachandra’s version:
Keep away from the great lover who must have many wives about him, or you will 
suffer like your mother (3)

Barang’s version:
Don’t settle for a man collecting wives or you’ll be distressed like your mother! (first 
reign, 1)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 7
Situation: Phloi’s parents decide to part ways and Phloi’s mother wants to take Phloi with her.

พลอยไปกับแม ่(๕) 
/phlɔɔy pay kàp  mɛɛ̂/
Phloi   go   with mother

Tulachandra’s version:
You are coming with me, Phloi (9)

Barang’s version:
You are coming with me, Phloi. (first reign, 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 8
Situation: Chaem says that she will leave the house, since her husband has no desire in keeping her 
anymore. 

เมื่อท่านไม่เลี้ยงแม่แล้ว แม่ก็จะไปตามยถากรรม (๕) 
/mʉ̂a  thân mây líaŋ         mɛɛ̂      lɛɛ́w mɛɛ̂      kɔɔ̂  cà    pay taam   yathǎakam/
 when he   (ng)  take care mother (p)   mother then will go   follow fate

Tulachandra’s version:
Since it’s clear that he does’t want me under his care and protection any more, I must 
go. (9)

Barang’s version
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Given that he won’t take care for me any longer, I must leave and let things run their 
course. (first reign, 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 9
Situation: Chaem says that she will not bring her son with her, because her husband does not allow 
her.

พ่อเพิ่มเป็นลูกชายเจ้าคุณพ่อท่านไม่ยอมให้แม่เอาไป (๕) 
/phɔɔ̂ phə̂əm  pen lûukchaay câawkhun phɔɔ̂   thân mây yɔɔmhây mɛɛ̂      awpay/
 pho   Phoem is    son            jaokhun     father he    (ng) allow       mother take away

Tulanchandra’s version:
But you have to stay, Phoem. His excellency refuses to let you come with us. ‘Phoem’s 
a son,’ he says, ‘and must remain with Father.’ (9)

Barang’s version:
Pherm, as a son, you must stay here. Honoured Father won’t let me take you with me. 
(first reign, 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 10
Situation: Phloi does not want to leave the house and cries. Her mother says that she loves her and 
wants her to go with her to the palace.

แม่เป็นคนที่รักพลอยมากที่สุด ไม่มีใครรักลูกเกินกว่าแม่ได้ (๘) 
/mɛɛ̂      pen khon   thîi  rák   phlɔɔy mâak thîisùt   mâymii khray rák  lûuk  kəən kwàa 
 mother is    person that love Phloi   much (superl) (ng)      who   love child more than
 mɛɛ̂       dâay/
 mother  (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
She felt Mother’s hands stroking her head and back, heard her voice talking about her 
great love for her, about the package—asking where it came from, about what fun it 
would be living in the palace; and she went on crying until the tears drained away of 
their own accord. (10)

Barang’s version:
I am the one who loves you most. Nobody will ever love you more than I do. (first 
reign, 9)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 11
Situation: Phloi steps on the palace threshold, which is a forbidden thing to do, and runs in panic to 
her mother, who, at first, is confused over Phloi’s running, but later understands the situation and 
comforts her.

แม่ก็เผลอไปเองไม่ทันดู (๑๕) 
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/mɛɛ̂      kɔɔ̂ phlə̌əpay eeŋ  mây than        duu/
 mother (p)   careless   self (ng)  catch up look

Tulachandra’s version:
Then she understood—the shouting and the  guilt  written  so  plainly  on Phloi’s  face 
having provided sufficient information. (16-17)

Barang’s version:
It’s my fault. I wasn’t looking. (first reign, 16)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 12
Situation: Upon hearing that Phloi has not eaten anything, Sai tells her to eat some snacks while she 
will go tell the others to prepare a meal for her.

ป้าจะไปให้เขาจัดสํารับมาให้เดี๋ยวนี้ (๒๐) 
/pâa  cà    pay hây khǎw càt       sǎmráp maa   hây  dǐawníi/
 aunt will go   for  they  prepare meal    come give immediately

Tulachandra’s version:
…while I go and tell them to bring you a proper meal. (20)

Barang’s version:
…while I go and tell them to bring you some proper food. (first reign, 21)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 13
Situation: Choei is thirsty and asks Phloi for a glass of water.

ขอนํ้าพีก่ินสักอึกหนึ่งเถิด (๔๒๖) 
/khɔɔ̌    náam  phîi                kin sàk   ʉk̀    nʉŋ̀ thə̀ət/
 ask for water  elder sibling  eat  only gulp one  (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
But give me a glass of water first. (263)

Barang’s version:
Please let me have some water. (second reign, 5)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 14
Situation: At the return of Ot, the family members gather around to pick him up from the train 
station. Preim says to Ot that he has grown taller than him. 

อ๊อดสูงกว่าพ่อเป็นกอง (๕๙๕) 
/òt sǔuŋ kwàa phɔɔ̂   penkɔɔŋ/
 Ot tall   than  father  a lot
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Tulachandra’s version:
He had grown quite tall, taller than Khun Prem by several inches, and there were 
shadowy lines of shaved hair round his lips and jaws. (389)

Barang’s version:
You are so much taller than I, Ort. (third reign, 4)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 15
Situation: When Ot comes returns home from England, he says that no other countries can beat 
Thailand and Phoem agrees.

ลุงก็คิดอย่างเดียวกันมานานแล้ว (๕๙๖) 
/luŋ   kɔɔ̂  khít  yàaŋdiawkan maa naan lɛɛ́w/
uncle also think alike              (sf)  long (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
That’s exactly how I feel. (390)

Barang’s version:
I’ve long thought exactly as you do. (third reign, 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Second person singular

Example 16
Situation: Chaem and Phloi are on their way to the palace and Phloi wonders whether her mother 
will be saying with her.

แล้วแม่จะไปอยู่กับพลอยในนั้นหรือแม่ (๑๒) 
/lɛɛ́w mɛɛ̂     cà    pay yùu kàp  phlɔɔy nay nán  rʉ̌ʉ  mɛɛ̂/
 then  mother will go   live with Phloi   in   there (qp) mother

Tulachandra’s version:
Are you going to stay with me in the palace, Mother? (14)

Barang’s version:
Then are you going to stay with me in the palace, Mother? (first reign, 13)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 17
Situation: Phloi stepped on the palace threshold, which is a forbidden thing to do, and panically 
runs to her mother, who asks her about the situation.

ลูกไปทําอะไรมา (๑๕) 
/lûuk  pay tham àray  maa/
 child go   do     what come
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Tulachandra’s version:
What are you running from? (16)

Barang’s version:
What have you done? (first reign, 16)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 18
Situation: Chaem asks a sergeant in the palace to take care of Phloi while she lives there.

จะเอามาถวายเสด็จ ฝากคุณจ่าด้วยนะคะ (๑๕) 
/cà   aw   maa   thawǎay sadèt fàak     khun càa         dûay nákhá/
 will take come offer      sadet entrust khun sergeant also   (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
I’m placing her under Sadet’s protection, Khun Sergeant. Please look after her. (17)

Barang’s version:
I’m placing her under Sadeit’s protection — and yours too, Sergeant. (first reign, 16)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 19
Situation: When Preim asks how Ot knows about the living standards of the British people, he says 
that he had personally witnessed it. 

คุณพ่อส่งผมไปเมืองนอกทั้งที ก็อยากเห็นให้มันทั่ว (๕๙๗) 
/khun phɔɔ̂  sòŋ   phǒm pay mʉaŋnɔɔ̂k         tháŋthii kɔɔ̂ yàak hěn hây man thûa/
 khun father send me     go   foreign country (emph)  (p) want see  (sf) it      all over

Tulachandra’s version:
You sent me abroad to get an education, so I thought I should learn as much as I could. 
(391)

Barang’s version:
You sent me abroad, so I wanted to find out as much as I could. (third reign, 7)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 20
Situation: Phloi is nervous that her son, Ot, may have brought someone back from English, like his 
brother did. Ot notices her worry and teases her.

แม่พอใจหรือยังว่าลูกกลับมาคนเดียว ไม่ได้เอาใครตามมาด้วย? (๕๙๕) 
/mɛɛ̂     phɔɔcay rʉ̌ʉyaŋ wâa lûuk  klàpmaa khondiaw mâydây aw   khray taammaa
mother satisfied  (qp)      that  child return     alone        (ng)       take who   follow
dûay/
(p)

Tulachandra’s version:
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As you can see, I’m still single. (389)

Barang’s version:
Are you satisfied now, seeing that I came back alone, without anyone trailing me? (third 
reign, 8)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 21
Situation: Sewee, Phloi’s son-in-law, promises Phloi and An to find medicine for Phlois’s illness.

คุณแม่อย่าวิตกเลย (๙๖๒) 
/khunmɛɛ̂       yàa     wítòk ləəy/
 khun mother don’t  worry (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
Your worries are over, Khun Mother. (582)

Barang’s version:
Don’t worry, Mother. (fourth reign, 7)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 22
Situation: Phloi grows more and more sick and is in great need of medicine, but due to the war the 
price of them have increased a great deal. Her son-in-law offers to find the medicine for her, but 
only  if  they  pay  him around  four  thousand  baht.  Phloi’s  son,  An,  is  furious  at  this  and  feels 
betrayed. 

แต่ทั้งที่มันรู้แล้วว่าคุณแม่เจ็บมาก ต้องใช้ยาขนาดนี้ มันยังมีหน้ามาบอกว่าขายให้ถึงหลอดละสี่พัน 
(๙๖๓) 
/tɛɛ̀ tháŋthîi man rúu    lɛɛ́w wâa khunmɛɛ̂       cèp  mâak tɔŋ̂    cháy yaa          khanàat 
 but even     it      know (p)   that khun mother hurt much must use   medicine size
níi   man yaŋ mii   nâa   maa  bɔɔ̀k wâa khǎayhây thʉ̌ŋ     lɔɔ̀t  lá    sìi     phan/
this  it     still have face come tell   that  sell          (emph) tube per four   thousand

Tulachandra’s version:
Has the man lost all sense of decency to be doing this to us—to you especially? The 
answer is, yes! (583)

Barang’s version:
but even though he knows you are seriously ill and you must have that drug, he has the 
cheek to come and tell us he’s selling it for four thousand a shot. (fourth reign, 3)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 23
Situation: Phoem tells Phloi about the surrender of Japan and is very happy that the war is over.

คุณหลวงคงดีใจมากคราวนี้ (๙๖๗) 
/khunlǔaŋ      khoŋ       diicay mâak khraawníi/
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 khun luang probably happy much this time

Tulachandra’s version:
You must be very happy, Khun Luang. (586)

Barang’s version:
You must be very happy this time. (fourth reign, 7)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 24
Situation: Phoem says that he is weird for feeling bad for Japan after the war. An answers that all 
Thais probably feel the same. 

คุณลุงไม่ได้เป็นอย่างนั้นคนเดียวดอกครับ (๙๖๘) 
/khun luŋ    mâydây pen yàaŋnán khondiaw dɔɔ̀k khráp/
 khun uncle (ng)       is    like that alone        (p)    (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
You’re not the only one, Uncle. (587)

Barang’s version:
You are not the only one to feel like that. (fourth reign, 8)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 25
Situation: Phoem announces to Phloi that the king is dead. Phloi is shocked and refuses to believe it.

คุณหลวงเอาอะไรมาพูด (๙๗๘) 
/khun lǔaŋ     aw    àray   maa    phûut/
 Khun Luang take  what  come  talk

Tulachandra’s version:
What are you saying? (592)

Barang’s version:
What are you saying? (fourth reign, 16)  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Appendix C
List of results from the translations of khun, mae and pho

Example 26
Situation: Choei has just  received the news of Phloi’s leaving the house and comes to ask her 
personally.

นี่แม่พลอยจะไปจริงๆ หรือ (๗) 
/nîi    mɛɛ̂ phlɔɔy cà      pay ciŋciŋ  rʉ̌ʉ/
 this  mae Phloi   will   go   really   (qp)

Tulachandra’s version:
So it’s true you’re leaving! (10)

Barang’s version:
You’re really leaving, aren’t you? (first reign, 8)

Example 27
Situation: Choei is sad that Phloi is leaving the house.

แม่พลอยไปเสียแล้วฉันจะเล่นกับใครล่ะ (๗) 
/mɛɛ̂  phlɔɔy pay sǐa       lɛɛ́w chǎn cà    lên   kàp   khray  lâ/
 Mae Phloi    go  (emph) (p)    I      will  play with who    (qp)

Tulachandra’s version:
But who am I going to play with when you’re gone?

Barang’s version:
Who am I to play with when you’re gone? (first reign, 8)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 28
Situation: Sai says that the arrival of Chaem and Phloi is quite sudden and she has therefore not 
prepared special food for them. 

ถ้ารู้ตัวก่อนฉันจะได้หาของที่แม่แช่มชอบไว้ให้กิน (๒๑) 
/thâa rúu     tua   kɔɔ̀n    chǎn càdâay hǎa      khɔɔ̌ŋ thîi mɛɛ̂  chɛɛ̂m  chɔɔ̂p wáyhây kin/
 if     know  self  before  I       will      search thing  that mae Chaem  like    for         eat

Tulachandra’s version:
If you had let me know beforehand, I would have ordered really special things, and 
you’d be having your favorite dishes instead of leftovers. (21)

Barang’s version:
I had no idea you were coming. Had I known I would have ordered your favorite dishes. 
(first reign, 22)

_____________________________________________________________
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Example 29
Situation: Chaem is telling Sai that she has always spoilt her. 

คุณล่ะก้อ ตามใจฉันจนเสียคน อยู่กับใครไม่ได้นาน ต้องกลับมาหาคุณอีกทุกที (๒๑) 
/khun  lâ   kɔɔ̂  taamcay chǎn con    sǐakhon yùu kàp  khray mâydây naan tɔŋ̂     klàp    
 khun (p)  (p)   pamper   I      until   go bad  stay with who    cannot  long  must  return
maa    hǎa       khun ìik      thúkthii/
come  search  khun again  always

Tulachandra’s version: 
Ah, this is the reason I came back — to have you spoiling and pampering me again (22)

Barang’s version:
Ah, you’ve always spoiled me — that’s why I couldn’t stay with anyone for long but 
must come back here every time (first reign, 22)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 30
Situation:  Upon seeing that  Sai  is  preparing a  set  of  things  for  Phloi  to  present  herself  to  the 
princess, Chaem is surprised.

นั่นคุณจะทําอะไรคะ (๒๑) 
/nân    khun cà     tham àray   khá/
 there  khun will  do     what  (polite female qp.)

Tulachandra’s version:
Now what are you doing, Khun? (21)

Barang’s version:
What’s that for? (first reign, 23)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 31
Situation:  Chaem  does  not  think  that  it  is  necessary  for  Sai  to  prepare  so  much  for  Phloi’s 
presentation. 

ต้องถึงยังงั้นทีเดียวหรือคุณ (๒๑) 
/tɔŋ̂    thʉ̌ŋ yaŋ ŋán  thiidiaw rʉ̌ʉ  khun/
 must to      like that  quite     (qp) khun

Tulachandra’s version:
But, Khun… (21)

Barang’s version:
Does it have to be that much? (first reign, 23)

_____________________________________________________________
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Example 32
Situation: Hearing Chaem’s saying that it is unnecessary to prepare things for Phloi, Sai scolds her.

แม่แช่มนี่เมื่อไรจะโตเสียสักที (๒๑) 
/mɛɛ̂ chɛɛ̂m  nîi   mʉ̂aray cà    too     sǐa  sàkthii/
 mae Chaem this when     will  grow (p) (emph)

Tulachandra’s version:
Really Mae Chaem! When will you grow up? (21)

Barang’s version:
Really dear Chaem! When will you ever grow up? (first reign, 23)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 33
Situation: When Phloi’s husband says that he feels old, she assures him that there’s nothing wrong 
or scary with growing old, since she also grows old. 

ความจริงถึงคุณเปรมจะแก่ลงไปฉันก็ไม่เห็นจะน่ากลัวอะไร เพราะคุณเปรมไม่ได้แก่ลงไปคนเดียว (๔๒๒) 
/khwaamciŋ thʉ̌ŋ khun preem cà   kɛɛ̀loŋpay chǎn kɔɔ̂ mây hěn cà    nâaklua àray 
 truth            even khun Preim will old            I       (p)  (ng) see  will scary     what
 phrɔ ́      khun preem mâydây kɛɛ̀loŋpay khondiaw/
 because khun Preim  (ng)       old            alone

Tulachandra’s version:
You’re not the only one growing old around here, you know. (260)

Barang’s version:
Actually,  there’s  nothing  wrong  for  you  to  worry  about.  You’re  not  the  only  one 
growing old, you know. (second reign, 2)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 34
Situation: Phloi says that she feels older than her husband nowadays.

เดี๋ยวนี้ฉันแก่กว่าคุณเปรมเสียอีก คุณเปรมหนุ่มกว่าแต่ก่อนเป็นไหน ๆ (๔๒๒) 
/dǐawníi     chǎn kɛɛ̀ kwàa khun preem sǐaìik   khun preem nùm   kwàa tɛɛ̀kɔɔ̀n pennǎy/
 nowadays I       old  than  khun Preim (emph) khun Preim young than  before   (emph)

Tulachandra’s version:
In fact, I feel much older than you. In spite of the grey hairs you seem to be getting 
younger and younger everyday. (260)

Barang’s version:
These days I feel much older than you. If anything, you look a lot younger than you 
used to. (Second reign, 2)

_____________________________________________________________
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Example 35
Situation: When her husband threatens her with finding a new wife if  she calls  him old,  Phloi 
laughs.

ดูคุณเปรมพูดสิ! (๔๒๒) 
/duu  khun preem phûut sì/
look khun Preim talk    (p)

Tulachandra’s version:
Listen to you! (260)

Barang’s version:
Listen to you! (Second reign, 2)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 36
Situation: Upon meeting her sister again after many years, Phloi says that she has missed her very 
much and her sister replied that she too has missed her. 

ฉันก็คิดถึงแม่พลอยใจจะขาดเหมือนกัน (๔๒๖) 
/chǎn kɔɔ̂ khítthʉ̌ŋ mɛɛ̂ phlɔɔy cay    cà   khàat mʉ̌ankan/
 I       too  miss       mae Phloi    heart will break same

Tulchandra’s version:
I’ve been longing to see you too, Mae Phloi. (263)

Barang’s version:
Phloi, I too missed you so much my heart almost burst. (Second reign, 5)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 37
Situation: Phloi demanding to know what her sister has been doing for all these years.

คุณเชยยังไม่ได้บอกฉันเลยว่าหายไปไหนมาตั้งหลายปี (๔๒๖) 
/khun chəəy  yaŋ mâydây bɔɔ̀k chǎn ləəy wâa hǎay         pay nǎy     maa   tâŋ lǎay   pii/
 Khun Choei still (ng)       tell    me   (p)   that disappear go  where  (sf)  so  many year

Tulachandra’s version:
Why did you stay away so long, Khun Choei? (264)

Barang’s version:
You haven’t told me yet where it was you disappeared for so many years. (second reign, 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 38
Situation: Upon hearing her sister’s comment, Phloi gets upset.
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คุณเชยพูดอะไรอย่างนั้น (๔๒๗) 
/khun chəəy phûut àray   yàaŋ nán/ 
 khun Choei talk    what  like   that 

Tulachandra’s version:
How can you say that? (264)

Barang’s version
How can you speak like this (second reign, 6) 

_____________________________________________________________

Example 39
Situation: Phloi wants to know what her sister has been doing all these years. 

คุณเชยเล่าให้ฉันฟังให้ละเอียดสักหน่อยเถิดว่าคุณเชยไปทําอะไรมาบ้าง ฉันอยากรู้ (๔๒๗) 
/khun chəəy lâw hây chǎn faŋ     hâyláìat sàknɔỳ thə̀ət wâa khun chəəy pay tham àray/
 khun Choei tell for   I       listen detailed little     (P)    that  khun Choei go  do     what
maa   bâaŋ  chǎn yàak rúu
come some I       want know 

Tulachandra’s version:
Tell me about him, about yourself, your house, I want to hear everything. (264)

Barang’s version:
But tell me more about what you’ve been doing. I really want to know. (Second reign, 6)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 40
Situation: Phloi wants to know about her sister’s well-being by asking her about her business.

คุณเชยขายยาได้ดีอยู่หรือ (๔๒๘) 
/khun chəəy   khǎay yaa          dâaydii yùu  rʉ̌ʉ/
 Khun Choei  sell     medicine well      still (qp)

Tulachandra’s version:
Is the shop doing well? (265)

Barang’s version:
Is the shop doing well? (second reign, 8)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 41
Situation: Phloi asks her sister if she has any children.

คุณเชยมีลูกบ้างหรือเปล่า (๔๒๙) 
/khun chəəy mii    lûuk bâaŋ    rʉ̌ʉplàaw/
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 khun Choei have child some  (qp)

Tulachandra’s version:
And your children? (264)

Barang’s version
Do you have any children yet? (second reign, 8)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 42
Situation: Phloi discusses with her husband about finding their son a work. 

เราเคยพูดกันไว้ว่าอ๊อดกลับมาคุณเปรมจะเอาไปไว้ด้วยที่กระทรวง (๖๐๐) 
/raw khəəy    phûut kan        wáy wâa ɔɔt klàpmaa khun preem cà   awpay wáy dûay thîi 
 we  (past p)  talk    together (p)   that  Ot return     khun Preim will take     (p)  with   at
 kràsuaŋ/
 ministry

Tulachandra’s version:
We did talk about Ot joining your ministry, Khun Prem. (393)

Barang’s version:
Didn’t you say you’d find him work at the ministry? (third reign, 9)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 43
Situation: Choi is exhausted from all the cheering and asks Phloi for a glass of water. 

แม่พลอยมีนํ้าเย็น ๆ ขอกินสักอึกเถิด (๙๗๒) 
/mɛɛ̂ phlɔɔy mii   náam  yen  yen      khɔɔ̌     kin  sàk  ʉk̀     thə̀ət/
 mae Phloi   have water cold (emph) request eat  just  gulp  (ending p)

Tulachandra’s version:
Choi came up panting and demanding a glass of ice-cold water. (589)

Barang’s version:
Could I have some cold water, Phloi? (forth reign, 11)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 44
Situation: Choi is worried about Phloi’s health.

แม่ไม่กลัวมาเป็นลมตายเสียกลางทางบ้างหรือแม่พลอย (๙๗๓) 
/mɛɛ̂ mây klua    maa   penlom taay   sǐa klaaŋ    thaaŋ bâaŋ  rʉ̌ʉ  mɛɛ̂ phlɔɔy/
 mae no    afraid come faint      dead  (p) middle  road  some (qp)  mae Phloi

Tulachandra’s version:
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But are you sure you ought to be here, Phloi? I worry about you. (589)

Barang’s version:
aren’t you afraid of passing out in the middle of it all? (fourth reign, 12)

_____________________________________________________________

Example 45
Situation: Choi says that she, too, likes democracy and An laughs.

ดูพ่ออั้นซี พอฉันพูดว่าเป็นประชาธิปไตยกับเขามั่งก็หัวเราะเยาะ (๙๗๓) 
/duu  phɔɔ̂ ân  sii  phɔɔ chǎn phûut wâa pen pràchaathíppàtay kàp  khǎw mâŋ kɔɔ̂ 
 look pho  An (p) when I       say     that is    democracy           with them too   (p)
 hǔarɔýɔ/́
 laugh

Tulachandra’s version: 
Hey, don’t you laugh at me, An! What’s so funny (589)

Barang’s version:
Loot at young An here. When I say that I’m democratic, here he goes laughing at me. 
(forth reign, 12)
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